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1. IN~ROIXJCTIOX 
In a previous paper [ 131 we classified the groups PSL(4, q), q - 1 
(mod 4) and PS’(‘(4, q), q _. 1 (mod 4) by their Sylow 2-subgroups, of order 
2”“- 3 \vhere 2”i 1 11 @ -- 1. In the case n = 2 we noted the exceptions A,, and 
2411 ’ which had’lalready been dealt with by Gorenstein and Harada [IO]. 
In this paper, we deal with the complementary case of groups with Sylow 
2-subgroups of type PSL(4, q), q = 1 (mod 4) and PSU(4, q), q : --I 
(mod 4). Again, there are exceptions in the case n = 2, namely the 
MacLaughlin group 31’ of order 2 ’ . 36 . 5” . 7 . I 1 and the Mathieu groups 
M,, and X~a . These exceptional cases have also been treated by Gorenstein 
and Harada [I I]. In the same paper, the so-called .fusion simple groups 
/I,; . I:‘,, and Ai E,, are also noted as exceptional cases for n 2 2. Speci- 
ficall~-. n’e prove the following. 
THEOREM 1 .I. Let G be a group with Sylou; 2-subCyroup T, isomorphic to 
the ,c;?~lozu 2-subgroup qf P,VL(4, q) with 2” (1 q - 1, such that G has no normal 
SU/~~~IW~S of index 2, and suppose n > 2. Then G has a normal subgroup IG~ 
of odd index and containing O(G) such tkat G*/O(G) 2 PSL(4, q*) with 
9’ I (mod 4) OP G*IO(G) z PSCJ(4, q”) with q* - -1 (mod 4). 
‘l’Hl:OREJI 1.2. !f G is a group zcith Sylow 2-s&group 1’ satisfyin<r aI/ the 
conditions of Theorem 1.1 except that n = 2, and if in addition G has only one 
co+gacjp class of inz!olutions and the centralizer M of an inaolution of G is of 
t;ypc P.SL(4, q) for some q 5 (mod 8) or PS11(4, q) for q -; 3 (mod 8), 
that is -iJ : M/O(M) contains a subgroup L ?f odd index G:W*/O(iII*), zohL7.e 
AT' i.s the centralizer of an iucolution in PSL(4, q), q 5 (mod 8) or PSc’(4, q), 
3 
f OMS. 
(mod 8), such thatl’ -:I II, as in [l I], then the conclusion qf Theorem 1.1 
Combining Theorem 1.2 with Theorem A of [I I], we have the following. 
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~'OROL.I,AK\i I .3. [f G is a group with .SJ~lom 2-subgwup 7’ suti:jyfng all 
the conditions of Theorem I. 1 except thai II 3, a& if iu addition G,‘O(G) 
has tririul center, then either the conclusiorr (!f 7’ireowm I I holds 01, G, O(G) is 
isomwphic to one of the following: (i) .Il’ ; 
Our methods are vcr!- similar to thox of [13], dn~ III some CBRCS, \~here 1
the differences betwtcn that paper and this arc trivial, the adaptation of the 
lemmas of [13] to our situation is left to the rcadcr. JVe also adopt the same 
notation as in [ 131. 
As in [I 31, WC USC Urauer’s observation [ 13, 2. I] a great deal, and [ 13, 2.21 
is also helpful. Since P&74, q) and PSl!(4, y) have only one class of 
involutions when n = 2, we are not able to avoid the use of Bender’s involved 
result [3] as we were in [ 131 by the use of the more elementary Thompson 
formula [13, 2.31. 
In the following lemmas, let ‘1’ be an S, of PSL(4, q) with 21~ 1 q - 1 and 
n __’ 2. Let “,o: -~ Z(T), IV,/ ~2, = Z(T,’ z’), ‘1; C,r(W’t). By inspection, 
7‘ : T,, ) 2. 
Ll;ww 2.1. Let G ~=- I’SL(4, q) with 21~ I q .-~ I, and let Y be an odd prime 
divisor of ! G :. Suppose T is an S, of G, R an S,. of G, .V O(N,(R)) and u 
a nontrivial field automorphism of G normalizing R and of v-power order, if 
such exists. 
Then we have the following: (i) If 1, ( q 1 and I ,i 3, /et P i j q - 1. 7%eu R 
is .-lbelian of type (Y”, Y”, Y”). O,.(X) ‘, 15 ,iot centralized 11-v a. All maximal 
T,,-invariant r-subgroups of G aw conjuCynte to R. 
(ii) Iflf q -1 I, let r’!i q -1 I. Then R i.v _ lb&an oftype (Y”, 1~~). O,.,(S) 
is not centralized by 0. A-I maximal T,-invariant I.-sz~bgroup of G has order Ye, 
and all such subgroups are conjugate. 
(iii) If Y ) y’ -1 1, let P I( q2 + I. Then R is cyclic of order Y’. O,(S) is 
not centralized by CT. ,4 maximal T,,-invariant v-subgroup ?f G is trivial. 
(iv) If Y ; q2 -L q + 1 and Y /- 3, let Y’ 11 y” + q 1 1. Then R is cyclic 
of ovdev Y”. O,.,(N) is not centralized by 0. d maximal T,,-invariant r-.~h~~~oup 
?f G is trivial. 
(1.) If Y = 3 q - 1) let 3‘ : q -- I. Then R ” zip ‘I z, . O,*(X) is 
mt ce,ltralized by 0. .4 ma.Cmal T,,-invariant ~-sub~g~oup qf G is .3helian of 
t>rpr (3 I. 31, 3?), and all such suh~~~oups aw con&gate in G. 
(G) If r _ p zoitk q pi,, then a T&z~ariant ~sub~group of G is trkiul. 
!f G crts on a p’-Hall subgroup 1. qf A-(R), tl ren 0 ck)es trot centvalizr 0( I’). 
‘l’he proof of this Icmma, and of the follon-ing ones, is similar to that of 
[I?. I,emma 2.81 and fc~llowing. 
~‘OIi01.I.ARY 2.3. Let G be a group with S’? T and such that O(G) I. 
Suppose G has a normal subgroup H of odd index zlith Ii n PSL(4, y) 
(4 I. mod 4) OY Ii g PSC(4, y) (q em_ 3, mod 4). Let Y be an odd prime 
divisor qf G I. Then any two maximal T,,-invariant z-subgroups of G are 
cmjupnte in G. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let G be as in Corollary 2.3. Then G has a unique 
ma.~imal T,,-invariant r-subgroup, which is also T-invariant. 
COROLLARV 2.5. Let C 1~ as in Corollary 2.3, amI suppose T, L A’ Fm G. 
Suppose further that K,, is n nounal subgroup of K of odd order. The?1 K hr,,* 
has cI unique maximal I+wariant v-suhgwup. 
By hypothesis. if II 2, G has just one’ class of involutions. Therefore, 
in this section we assume 12 .., 2. \Yc shall be proving our theorems by 
induction and so in particular we may assume O(G) - I, 
\Ve need now a definite notation for T. The one WC‘ present has the 
advantage of making certain computations straightforward, at the expense of 
seeming somewhat unnatural. Let A4 w, Y, 1’ 
order 231~ 
be an Abelian group of 
2, with w of order _ 3n 2 and .Y and v of o&r 2”. Let 1; /, IL, r: 
he a dihedral group of order 8. with II, .z’ a fourgroup and f an involution 
such that ut ~- 7’. Let T --II: bc the split extension of :-I by E in which E 
acts on .4 as in Table I. Let s1 ,#k 1 1‘ -_ I J’- 
.>‘l -1, 7(‘, d n-:1, ,” Y, ?‘, . 
Table II shows C’,,,(h) and c.J(X) for each involution h of E. Hence, WC see 
that representatives of the II‘-classes of involutions are z, .x1 , %cl , u, zlzct , UC, 
UC.YJ’~~, t, and ts. In the case PZ = 2, EC I and so wI is undefined and thG 
l’-classes of involutions are just z, .sl , zl, w, ~‘z’.vy *, t, and Is. 
CT(A) and ( C,.(h) The results are shown in l’able 111. Sotc. that in ‘I’ahies II 
and III, if n -= 2 then ec I and rcfcrencrs to zc , arc. thus. to be ig:lr)rcd. 
From now on, we use our assumption n > 2. First we prove the following. 
LEwrnr.4 3.1. Let A g A* (7 T. Then iz = A*. 
Pmof. Note that this lemma is false for n = 2, as the subgroup 
A” = (ty, UV.Y\ shows. 
Since ~ ;Z 1 = 1 .4* 1 = 23n--z, ~ :I n d * 1 $ 237f-~j. If ,4 f A4”, then A* 
rontains some element aX with cy t -4 and h E ET, whence by Table II, since 
-4’ is .\belian, 3n - 5 < 212 ~~ 2, i.e., 11 < 3. Thus, n _= 3 and 
j -4 n -4” 1 = 2”. Hence, k4* =m T and so A* contains an element w? for 
some 01 t -3. Since &4* is Abelian. 2’ em 1 -4 n -3” j ~1 2”, a contradiction. a 
1,EAliLIA 3.2. 7x1 + z OY xi . 
Proof. Suppose wi N E. Then by [ 13, 2.11, 3g: u‘i - z, (4, u) -+ I’. 
Bv Lemma 3.1, g normalizes -3, and, hence, also U’,-,(.4). But O+,(A) =- 
< s, , yi); whereas g: zci --f z, a contradiction. Similarly, zui + xi . # 
LEhrMA 3.3. f and x1 are nonfused in C,(z). 
Proof. Suppose t N xi in C,(z). Then by [13, 2.11, 3g: t + x1 , z --)- .z 
and (w-x2, yr , w”, t) -j (A, UO, t). Hence, by Lemma 3.2, x19 6 A. But x1 
is a square in C,(t), so x19 E <A, uv, tb2 C A, a contradiction. u 
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LEAI~IA 3.4. t $ C(z)‘, and, hence. z is not isolated in 7’. 
Proof. Suppose t E C(z)‘. Then by transfer into 7’: ,g, u, vi, t is fused in 
C(z) with an involution of < :I, u, 7‘ I-Ience, f is fused in C(z) to one of thr 
following: wl , U, uzq , uv, uv.vy I_ 
(i) Suppose 1 - 7c1 . I~\- [ 1.7, 2. I], 3g: t f 7~~ , 7us2, 3’1 , uv, t + 
.-I, II Kow E, .x1 , J’~ ~ &, t is an I?,, ; whereas, -.I, u contains no 
E,,; , a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose t - 21 or u’w, 131. 113, 2.11, since t + u’, , gp: t r II 01 L 
uzc, ) w.t’*, y1 ) uz‘, t ~-+ 711, q, u, 7’ or w, q, 24, 2x1 Again, these last 
txo subgroups contain no E,, and so we have ;I contradiction. 
(iii) Suppose t - ~72”. Bv [13, 2.11, using (i) and (ii), 3g: t l U7‘, 
71x2, y, ) uv, t; f y1 ) wx*y, u, 7’. t s, is il square in C,(t), so 
.Y,v E C,(w)’ = zu’x”y~, uz>. Rut 1~~ 1,emma 3.3 .vl + t ^v u%‘, and clearly 
A] and z are nonfuscd in C(c). IIence. we have a contradiction. 
(iv) suppose f - uzxy -1. ‘This similarl\- gives a contradiction. Having, 
thus, exhausted the possibilities, \\e conclude that t B C(z)‘. However, t r G’ 
by h!pothesis, so that N” $ Z(G) Z”(G). Hcncc. 1~~ Glauberman [4], z is 
not isolated in 7’. 1 
LE;llnm 3.5. If 7’5 II C C and 2 is not isolated in /I, then z - .x1 iw /I. 
In particular-, z - s, in G. 
Proof. Bq’ hypothesis, u” is fused in H to some other involution of 7’; 
so if ,I + x1 then using Lemma 3.2, z is fused to one of u, uzul , UFO, ue,~y-~, 
t, ts. We eliminate each possibility in turn. 
(i) Suppose z N u. Then by [13, 2.11, 3g: u + 2, C,(U) l II’. Since h 
is a fourth power in C,(U), ZY E TJ C A. Thus, z - x1 or w1 , a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose z - uwl . Similarly, we have a contradiction. 
(iii) Supposc z - uv. Then by [13, 2.11 3g: uv + z, C,(w) + ‘1’. 
A-k before, z” $ i2. On the other hand, z is a square in C,(w), so composing~ 
with a member of T if necessary, z” m=: uv or z~xy m1 without loss. 1Ve supposf 
the former, the latter being similar. If n -> 3, z is a fourth power in CT(w) 
an d so zg is a fourth power in T, a contradiction. Thus, n m= 3, and so 
.icxzMy+ a square root in T of wzl. Replacing s b\: gt if necessary, we ma> 
suppose z&y2 - tu(wx*y*) for sonic i. Thus, yl” t C,(tu(zm2y2)i) 
wxzy 2, tu(w.z*y”)’ . Therefore, ?1 mm> z, uel , contrary to our hypotheses. 
(iv) Suppose z - uv.~~y--~. Similarly this gives a contradiction. 
(v) Suppose z - t. By [13, 2.11 3g: t a I, ( WY’), y1 , uv, t) + 7’. 
By (i)-(k), u” l t or t,v without loss, composing s with a member of ‘I‘ if 
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necessary. We assume the former, the latter being similar. Since x is central 
in C,(t), g: CT(t) + CT(t). Thus, g normalizes CT(t)’ =: (zu2x~). Hence, g 
centralizes xl , so that ts, -F y1 . But s - t i-- tx, so that x - y1 , contrar! 
to our hypotheses. 
(vi) Suppose z - tx. In a similar way to (v), we obtain a contradiction 
and have thus proved the first assertion of Lemma 3.5. The second now 
follows from Lemma 3.4. 1 
Let 0 be the outer automorphism of T centralising d and mapping 
u + uzcl , z’ -+ ZW~.V~ and t -+ t. Then we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. (i) Applying ~9 to T y I necessary, we may assume u - 2 rind 
zlwl - WI . 
(ii) uv - uvxy- l - 2. 
Proof. By transfer into T/(d, uv, t), and using Lemma 3.5, u is fused to 
one of Z, w1 , ~23, uz~y-l, t, tx. Suppose 21 + Z. If u N zul, then 3g: u ---+ PC~ , 
C;‘,(U) + C,(ut,). Since A is of index 2 in CT(zul), g-l(A) is an Abclian 
subgroup of C,(U) of index at most 2. Hence, g-l(A) = ~ZO, xy, u>. In 
particular, g: ZJ~ - ‘alsl , wlyl or ~~1~2, and so uzol -+ x1 , y1 , or Z. Hence, 
uw1 N D and so redefining u and 21 according to the automorphism 0 of T, 
n-e have conclusion (i) of our lemma. Hence, we may assume u + ZL~~ . 
Suppose u - UV. By our hypotheses, and [13, 2. I], 3g: uz: + u, C,(W:) --f 
CJzc). But (tu)” == uz’, so (tu)” is a square root in T of U, which is impossible. 
SimilarI!., z* + uxxyyl. 
LYCXt, suppose u - t. By our hypotheses and 113, 2.11, 3g: f -+ u, 
C,(t) --f Cr(u). But CT(t) contains the I?:,, I?, 1; ,:x1 , y1 , uz’, t>; nhereas, 
C,.(U) contains no E,, . Similarly, u + tx, and so we have exhausted all the 
possibilities. 
Hence, in fact u - Z. Thus, by [13, 2.11, 3g: zc ---+ n, iw, xy, U, v) -P 7’. 
Since z is a fourth power in CT(u), z -+ A!l. Thus, without loss, ZY = x1 . 
Since 2 is central in CT(u), g: C,-(u) - C,.(.w,) -= ‘A, UZ’, t?. Now /w, xy, u)g 
is an Abelian subgroup of (-4, uzl, t\ and so from Table II we see that 
’ w, xy, u rg _C =2. In particular, =?I --f zc,/xl , y,> and so uzul -+ zcl <x1 , 2~~). 
TllLlS, u7q - zcl as asserted. 
Now, since C’Ju) is non-Abelian, ZP $9. Thus, v -+ UZ’UI, tcx or tuvol for 
some (Y t A. Hence, uv - UZWZ, tnz or tuaaz N UZ’OI, ta: or tuaff, respectiv+, 
A’U - Z. Thus, we have proved uv - 2, as required. u~yy-1 - z follows 
similarly. 1 
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Proof. Ry transfer into T/,=1, u, z,; and using Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, 
t - w1 or z. However, if t b q then by [13, 2.11, 3g: t - f zc, , 
,z&, y1 , UZ‘, t _ -b _ <3, u;;. However, the former contains an E,, 
s l‘?l, UC, f’.; whereas, the latter contains no B,, , a contradiction. Hence, 
f x .z and similariv t.r y z. 1 
Gathering the results of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5-3.7, we have, therefore, the 
following fusion pattern, perhaps after applying H: 
4. STII~:CT~JKE 0F C(z);O(C(z)) ANI) C(w,)jO(C(w,)) 
Again we assume n ;x 2, since b!; hypothesis if ?z -= 2 the structure of 
C(z)/O(C(z)) . d t 1s e ermined, apart from some fieId automorphisms of odd 
order. Let C = C(z), and % =: C;O(C). In future, bars refer to C/O(C) 
unless otherwise indicated. 
LEMMA 4.1. u - .x1 in C. 
ProofI Since x1 “r 8, ag: x1 - + 1, -3, UZ‘, t + T, by [f3, 2. I]. Since 
z is a fourth power in <<A, UV, r,~, 2 + d, so x --+ x1 or y1 , and without loss 
we may suppose the former. Similarly, 3h: u ~+ E, z --z x1. ‘rhus, 1~m-l: 
Ll --+ x1 ) z --r z, whence the lemma. j 
LEMMA 4.2. ,x $ C’. 
Proof. We note that by Lemma 3.4, t 4 C’ and similarly t.z: $ C’. We wish 
to apply transfer into T/T*, where T* = (w, x2, my, u, v, t), and so we 
first ask whether any element of T* is fused in C with an odd power P of .x. 
Such an element must have order 2” and 2+%t power fx. Hence, such an 
element must be of the form twix$k or f~~~~~jy~~, with j t K even. 
Conjugating by u we may suppose the former, and, hence, that twZx’-mykEC’, 
Since C’3; T’ =- !zc, 9, x-y, uv}, it follows that tx E C’ contrary to the 
previous remark. 
Next, we ask whether any element of T - TV is fused in C with an even 
power x1’% of X. In a similar way to the foregoing we argue that such an 
element must have form ii+.++ or tumxWy’L, with j + K odd. Hence, 
t~.&-~~y’~ or tuvw”xj-‘nzyR E c’, and then tx E C’, a contradiction. 
Now, applying transfer into TIT”, we conclude that x $ C’, as asserted. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. c-i n T = (‘wxy, .q 1, u, v:,. 
I+mf. C’ n T 2 T’ := ZL’, 2, xy, ue, . In particular, x1 E C’, hence, 
since C’ CJ C and u - x1 in C by Lemma 4.1, u E C’. Thus, C’ (1 T 2 
WC, .\32, .ry, U, v). Since t $ C’ by Lemma 3.4, and similarly t.r: 6 C’, and since 
\’ g C” bv Lemma 4.2, it follows that in fact C’ A T = 20, 9, xy, u, v, : r/; , 
~a!-. I-Ience, 7, .2 C” m T 2 7,’ = ‘;(fxsy’)‘, (,vJJ~ {)2 In particular, si F (“’ 
anti so. since C” ‘1 C, U, U.YJ’)’ ~I, v, swsy F- C”. Hence, 
~a!-. I\‘ow b!- transfer into ‘I;, 7, , z+ 6 C”, whence C” n 1’ = 7, , Tow if 
(‘f/t A 7’ : = T2 , for some 112 ,? 2, T2 2 C’~J,’ 1 n T > T,’ z ::(wxy)“, (xy -I)% r, 
and so as before we conclude that C’” i n 1‘ map Tz . Thus, the lemma is 
prowd. i 
\Ye note that if Qi -= z~y, z(.vy 1)2” ‘,~ and Q2 = ,,-vy i, u(xy)” 
7, 1 
,, then 
Q, and Q, are both generalized quaternion groups of order 2?+i, and Tz 
is their central product. Since Cz has 7’, as S, subgroup, we follow the 
argument of [ 13, 4. I and 4.31 to prove the following. 
I,I3rzr.~ 4.4. CT -: L, c L, where L, e L, .> SL(2, q) fey some odd 
(/ 5, and Li has S, st&Youp 0; . 
Next, we observe that t acts on Cm interchanging Q, and Q2 and, hence, 
also interchanging L, and L, . As in [I 31, we choose notation for L, and L, , 
as in the discussion following [ 13, 4.41. Here, however, we choose notation 
such that t: a :T h --f b 0 a. Sow we observe that if Q, and Q, are given 
notation as in [13, 4.51, name11 
w.vy = [; co2] EL, , 
and 
then v acts on Q, 0 QS like 
s” :: [;,L ;] ” r; Y]. 
Sow the action of x on L, c L, is determined to some extent using [ 13,4. l! 51. 
In particular, the action of x2 on L, 0 L, involves no field automorphisms, 
hence, neither does wx”y” := ~.~y(xy~‘)-~ x2. But wxzyz centralizes Q1 o Q2 , 
whence by [ 13, 4.151 it centralizes L, “L, . Now arguing as in [13, 4.64.81 
we see that without loss .z acts on L, ~1 Lz like x*. 
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Since (T,(Cr) has S, 17 C,.(T,) z~$y~,~, which is cyclic, C,(C”) - 
(wx2y”J , and, hence, C&C-) := ,~~x”y”;. Thus, arguing as in [13, 4.9.-4.111. 
we have proved the following lemma, which is true bv hypothesis if II 2. 
LExrnr.4 4.6. u w .x1 h z iu C(wJ 
Proof. Certainly 21 w z, so by [I 3, 2.11, 3g: u --t z, ~z0, sy, u, z, f 7’. 
Since n 1; 3, ,z is a fourth power in W, ,xy, 21, v , so u” --f .-I, whence 2 - F s, 
or yr . Hence, f~,zz, xy, U. T --f 7’,, as x is central in w, q, u, 2.“. Thus, 
zcr - ,-I by Lemma 3.8, and so composingg with an clement of T if necessary, 
w 1 -+ w, as required. 
Kest, let g: .x1 4 z, 7;) -P 7’, similarly. Then 1~~ Lemma 3.1 g normalizes 
,-I, and, hence, as before g centralizes zcr without loss. 1 
I.,E~IRIA 4.1. For some i, j zcith j odd, G~y-l -. zcixjyAi in C, . 
Proqf. As in the proof of Lemma 4.6, 3,~: .x1 -+ 1, .-I. IIT, ti --* 7’. ,md 
g EI iV(L4) n C, . Hence, 2 m-p x1 or y, and so replacing g by gu if necessary, 
u” -+ x1 without loss. Now, .xy l is inverted by W, whence (boy- I)(’ is a member 
of =1 with 2” l-st power xl , inverted bv some member of 7’,, . It follows that 
(xym 1)’ is inverted bv t and so lies in z;y”, .Y; , whence the assertion. j 
&\V-, C,’ n 7’” ;: T-’ sy ’ . Hence 1~1; Lemma 4.6, u E C’r’ and 
by Lemma 4.7, ~$.vjy2i E C,‘, as Cr’ H I C, . Thus, 
Cl’ n 7’* 2 \(zLy”y”‘, sy 1: u; = ‘ec”S, xy-1, 21) = Tl’, 
say, for some m, as j is odd. On the other hand, bp transfer, or q Cr’, so in 
fact C,’ n T* -= 7;“. Now suppose C’y) n 7’” = T,* for Some a 2 1. 
Then T,* 2 CT +‘) n T* 2 T;’ = \ xy- l>. Hence, as before, C:“‘l’ n T* 2 
T,* and so C, (a+11 n T* _ 7;“. Thus, we have proved the following. 
LEntMA 4.8. Cl” n T* = T,* m-= cxzunlx, NY-], uj for some m. 
Applying the first main theorem of [2], we now have the following lemma. 
I+YM$. It is clear from Lemma 4.9 that C’(W, , Z) has a unique non- 
solvable composition factor, which is isomorphic to I’SL(2, yr). On the other 
hand, from Lemma 4.5 we see that C(W, , Z) has a unique nonsolvablc 
composition factor, which is isomorphic to PSX(2, 9). Hence, q q, fl 
It would bc eas!- now using [ 161 to give a fairly precise picture of the 
structure of C5, . I-lovvvever, we content ourselves with the following lemma. 
IX~l\IA 4. I I. Cl = C,J 7;X) Cl ‘. 
I’rvo/: By the Frattini argument C, ;\Tc,( yr”) CiIZ, and hence, it onI> 
remains to show that 7rx has no nontrivial automorphism o( of odd order, 
for then ;V(?‘r*) 1;^C(7;“) and the result follows. If, then, n: is such an 
automorphism, u clearl!, normalizes A+!i n ?‘r*, hence, also Zr+r(*q r-r :(; ‘) 
2, , y1 Since a also normalizes 2,’ :=. (“,‘,,-r(Z( T, *)), 0: centralizes (.%r , T1 
by [7, 5.3.21. ‘Thus, by [7, 5.2.43 n centralizes ‘-1 n 7;” and so by a further 
application of [7, 5.3.21, a centralizes T;‘, as asserted. 1 
5. 2-BALAKCE 
III this section we introduce the notion of relative 2-balance, and show 
that if sZ =- 1 then G is 2-balanced relative to any ErG of G, and, hence, that 
CY has the structure of the centralizer of an involution in PSL(4, qj\,YL3, 
if q 1 (mod 4), or PSU(4, q) A,‘, if 4 -I (mod 4) where h acts like a 
field automorphism of order sr . 
I\‘e recall that a group A is 2-balanced iff for each fourgroup F of AY and 
each involution a c C,(F), 
4,(F) f-7 c&) C O(G(Q>), (5.1) 
u-here d,y(F) = flfEF” O(C,(f)). If s 1s a 2-subgroup of X containing an 
Es , w say X is 2-balanced re1atiz.e to S iff (5.1) holds whenever ‘:a, F) !Z S, 
where as before F is a fourgroup of X and a an involution of C,y(F). The 
methods of [S] and [5] now show the following. 
‘I’HEOREM 5.2. Ij B is an I& of a group S and ;f -Y is 2-balanced relatiz,e 
to E, then thesfunctor 0 de$ned by H(C,r(a)) : :C,(a) n d,(F)1 F is a fowpoup 
?f B .for each a E E” is an E-signalizer furzctor of A’, in the sense qf [5], anti 
rr, O(C,(a))i a E I<*) has odd order. 
X6 .\1asos 
1Ye note that a recent result of (kldschmidt [6] &1 5 row that ‘i’h~orem 5.2 
is also true if E is an R, of .Y, but we Jo not require this result. 
Clearly, if (5.1) holds for a pair (0, 8’), it also holds for (cz!‘. 17”) for ,111 (1 (,‘. 
Also, (5.1) is trivial for CI t~F. ‘I’bus. we need only prove (5.1) for reprcsent- 
atives of conjugacy classes c~f pairs (0, F) with I: a fourgroup and (, an 
involution centralizing E’, such that a, F is an B, contained in ali i:‘i,j oi’ G. 
Since C(wi) (if zcr exists) contains no I;:,, . , ‘s it follows that all in\,oiutions of 
\ a, F arc conjugates of u”. In particular, rr z without loss, and so 1; ‘, C. 
Since a, F; is contained in an I:‘,,; , I;:, sa!-, \vc may suppose I:’ 7‘ and, 
hence, that E ~ xi , y, , UZ), t , s, , 2-i , WV, ~WX~Y , ,x1 ~ yi , zw.\~’ l> t.~ ) 
or ( x, , _2’1 ) uzqv 1, tzw”y’ 
being similar. The following 
without loss. \Ve suppose the first, the others 
lemma (cf. (13, 5.31) is easily proved. 
I,Earnth 5.3. If 1” is 012 itzzolufion in tile cmd i IC, s, ~1, ui , Ilwz 
O(C(P)) n c c O(C). 
COROLLARY 5.4. IJF contains any imohtivn qf t ec, N, y, IW, am! a 2, 
then (5.1) holds fov (a, F). 
Thus, we may supposeF C ~si , y, , uv _. Hence, without 1ossF .A, , LIZ’,. 
In this case, we show as in [ 13, discussion following 5.61 that G is 2-balanced 
relative to E provided So -= I. Note, however, that u in [I 31 must be replaced 
by t to obtain the correct argument. Thus, we have the following. 
1,Enriu.k 5.5. If s2 ~= I, t/cm G is I-balanceif wlatize to nrzy El,{ 
For the balance of this section, we assume sy =- I, so that we haw 2-balance 
relative to any E,, , and Theorem 5.2 applies. The cast So I I wil! be dealt 
with in Section 7. 
Sow let .E be any B,, of G. By ‘Theorem 5.,, 3 ll;: has odd o&r. lye wish 
to show N(WE) -= G, and, hence, JJ; em 1. Thus, wc ma>- suppose without 
loss that ,I xi , yl) & E 2 T. Let :Y - R;(JI~,). 11-c now follow the argument 
of [13, discussion following 5.71, and conclude that C(Z) ‘1 :\‘, except that if 
Q =:. 5 we may have N n C isomorphic to C*;O(C’-), where c“ is the 
centralizer of an involution in PSU(4, 3). 11 ‘e note that s E :\- since E” is 3- 
connected to E, e.g. if E -= x, ,>‘i , 2~71, f then I?’ ‘si , y, , WZ(U$) i, 1x2, 
is 3-connected to E via s, >yi , uu(z@) ‘, t(wy”) I:). Thus, we have fusion 
in ,V: xi - u - uv - uz’,z‘v 1 and if 12 ._. 2, uzci - zul 
Suppose first n > 2. In particular, (I ,: 5 and G has 2 classes of involutions. 
Since x1 - Z, 38: x1 -+ 1, T,, -= C,.(xi) --+ T. By Lemma 3.1, ,f c- .V(-J). 
Hence, z - x1 or yr , and without loss we may suppose the former. xi is a 
square in CTO(t), so z is a square in CTO(tq). Thus, t” E ;JZE and (2.x)” E Auc. 
Similarly, (uu>” E AJt and (tuv)” t .&uv. Now C(Z) i= i\r and similarl! 
C’(q) c 3;. Hence, in .\’ WC have the fusion x ,- f w tx and UT or 
x?.q 1 k tz~:. Combining this with the previous fusion, it follows that .\: 
has the same fusion pattern as G. Sow, z1 EN since C C A’; we argue that 
C(a,) c .\:. CertainIS- O(C(W~)) C zV ~1’ II1CC O(C(w,)) c T(z), C(s,), cy i’,) 
1)~ [I 3, 2.2(4)]. On the other hand, :\‘satisfics the h! potheses of ‘Theorem 1. I. 
ni~il, hence, since I,emmas 4.9 and 4.10 apply to ,A:, C,V(q)a!,O(CV(zl)’ ) -: 
PSL(3, q) or PST-(;. q) 2 C(W,)‘;‘O(C(W~)~). Since C@L>c,)x 2 c’,(w,)T, it 
fC,llO\VS that C(w,,)’ c ~\~O(C(w,)) =~- A:. H exe, C(q) il:\; by Lemma 3. I I, 
since C i ,Y. Now I,!- application of the ‘Thompson formula [I 3, 2.31, \VC’ 
conclude that ;Y =-m C as desired. 
ScYt suppo”’ II 2. In this case, 7’ has exactly two l&‘s, 
I$ -- x1 ) y1 ) u%‘, t: and E, = (x1 , y1 ) uv.~y-l, t&r.), 
each of which is normal in 7’. 1Ve prove a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.6. E, and E, are nonfused in G. 
Pmof. If El k E, in G then E, - Ez in ArG(T) by Burnside’s theorem, 
[7, Theorem 7.1. I]. Hence, 3g E K<,(T) such that g: E, ---L E, . Since T has 
just two I& ‘s and g E i\‘(T), it follows that g: E, - El . Raising g to an odd 
power if necessary, we may assume g is of 2-power order. Hence, g lies in an 
S, of h;,(T), that is g E T. But E1 + B, in T. 1 
I,I:MAI.~ 5.7. iY(EJ is tramitiz.e on Ei, i = I, 2. 
Ptwf. \Ve assume i - : 1, the case i 2 being similar. E, has just f(luF 
ciasscs of involutions under the action of T, represented by z, x1 , W, t. No\\ 
since f h z, 3R: t --f z, C,.(t) -+ T. But C,(t) r= E, , so g: B, --f E, or E, . 
B!. Lemma 5.6, we must have E, --r E, , so g E A’(Q. In other words, 
f-2 in _\:(E,). Similarly, w ^c x1 h 3 in 9(E,), hence, the assertion. 1 
Lrmr.~ 5.8. _V(E,) / S for i = I, 2. 
Proof. ;V =m -Y(JJ,) with E = E, or E, . Suppose E == A’; , the latter 
case being similar. Then N(E,) _C N is clear. KOW consider S == N(&). 
By Lemma 5.7, S is transitive on Ez*; hence, if ry E R,#, 1 S : CX(a)i :-- 15. 
Kote that since <Y has no suborbit of length 1 in its action on Ez+, the sub- 
groups C,y(,) are all distinct and, hence, also self-normalizing. Sow if 
a tF == s, , Jvl , uv.xy l,,, say, then by Lemma 5.7 and the foregoing 
remarks, if 01 -,L 1, N N z in AV, and, hence, C,(a) C N, if q + 5. 
Hoxvever, if q -= 5, by inspection we still have X(E.J n C(z) c AV. Let 
Y = ’ C,(a) 1 a: EP,\. If I’ + -Y then i l‘ : C,(z)1 = 3 or 5 and so the 
orbit of z under E’ contains 3 or 5 elements; but the suborbits of L:‘,“, gix:cn 
I)! the action of C.,(z) (1 IT, have size I, 6. 8. Hence 1- S Z S. 1 
‘l‘hus, L,emmas 5.7 and 5.8 and the preccding remark show that V has 
just one conjugacy class of involutions, and so if f/ 5. ly [3, 1’. 528, (I)], 
.\- G or G has a strongly emhcdded subgroup. since I>\ tlw induction 
h! pothesis G is generated by its involutions. IS! [3, Satz I], the latter is 
impkble, so for y 7’ 5 we must have .\- G. If (/ 5 and C’(z) C \’ the 
same conclusion holds, and so \VC consider the cxw C‘,(T) 1 (‘vtO((‘* ), 
III tllis case, we assert that in fact G is tduncrd. That is. if I and /j arc two 
conlrlirlting in\-olutions of G, then 
C’(m) n O(C’(p)) CO(C:(.ljj. (5.91 
111 order to verify (5.9), \Yc may assume LY : since G h just one clas:> 
~,f involutions and then conjugating h!- a member of (‘(2) that /! 2, .vl ) t, 
OI- 1~. It j3 : z, (5.9) is trivial, and if 13 t or fs, (5.9j follows from Lemma 
5.3. ‘l‘!ius, we may suppose /j x1 But then, since q 5, C$J is 21 
L-group, whence O(C(x,)) n C(z) !I O(C(z)) as I-cquil-cd. 
\w, we assert that B(C(a)) = O((~(Y)) f or IY k li l;irst, it is casv to set 
from (5.9) that if <z, p? is a fourgroup, A(,( n, /3 ) O(C(,)) n c&g. Buz 
now if N, ,U1 , /$I is an E, of G, applying [I 3, 2.2(a)]. 
I3ut O(C(ck!)) i O(C(a)) f o I1 ows immediatelv since G is 2-balanced relati\<: 
to an E,, containing a. 
Thus, WE := <;O(C(ol)) , a E R- . If E is a fourgroup of E, then by [ 13, 
2.2(4)] WE = (W, n C(U) : CL E 8” O(C(a)) CY r-F. hy [5]. Hence. 
ri; depends only on a fourgroup of I:‘. \fc t&c E I:‘, , the case E B, 
being similar. Let pi be a 5-element of L, such that pr pt’. Then pLIpz I 
(‘(t. 2) L N, contrary to our assumption C,(z) ~1’ (‘*‘HO. ‘I’hus, MT haw 
proved the following lemma. 
Sow we consider A,( t, .z ). Since f k :, 3%~: t b z, C,(t) + 7’. In 
particular, z - T, and so conjugating h!- an appropriate member of P , 
2 ~-* st , t, or fx without loss. Suppose z + s, . Hence. r(t, z) b C’(.ll , 3). 
‘l’hen we have a contradiction, since C’(.v, , 2) has a normal 2-complement. 
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whereas, C(t, z) does not. Thus, z + t or tx. Thus, applying Lemma 5.3 
ive conclude, O(C) n C(t) _C O(C(t)), an d similarly O(C) n C(t) _C O(C(tz)). 
Thus, O(C) n C(t) 2 A,( of, 2)) == 1. H ence, t inverts O(C) and so O(C) 
is Abelian. Similarly, fx inverts O(C), so that s and, therefore, also .x1 
centralizes O(C). Thus, C,(O(C)j 2 O(C)~‘x,\. Since C,(O(C)) 11 c‘, it 
follows in particular that II centralizes O(C). Thus, O(C) n O(C(sl)) 
O(C) f-J O(~c%N~ so that bl- Lemma 5.10 O(C) n O(C(x,)) = 1. IVe lnnc 
already seen that 38: .x, -+ 2, u” -+ x1 and so since x1 centralizes O(C). z 
centralizes O(C(x,)). Hence, O(C(xl)) z OT(m. Now 3g: ,x1 -+ :, 
z ---f x, , T, ---f T,, , By the foregoing, / 7; : Cro(O(C)); =: 2 and any element 
of r,, - C,(O(C)) inverts O(C). H ence, the same is true of O(C(xI)) and so ~~___ 
from an inspection of the action of T,, on C(x,) n C, WC see that O(C(.Y,‘)) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of 2, wheref -= (y - 1)/2” if q : 1 (mod 4) and 
r’ -z (q 1 1),‘2” if (I mmm - 1 (mod 4). In particular, O(C) is a (2, p]‘-group and 
so by S&m’s theory [l?, j-.25.7, IO], C(z)’ n O(C(z)) = 1. Note that this 
is still true for y : 3, for then f =: 1. Thus, O(C(x, , z)) =.: ‘\;Y, /3, y, (,1 \, 
where ,‘cr. p; is Abelian of type (f,.f), y commutes with ,(Y, /3; and i:, of 
order dividing $ q acts on LY, 8; by z -+ CK~“‘~/, j --f p~“~q, with 70 =: k s, . 
z-- O(C(z)). 3g: .x1 -+ I, z ---f x1 , T,, ---f T,, . Thus, g normalizes 
Gc x1 , z)), and moreover as we have seen, y ---f ~o(, /3,>. Thus, o1 :y+> 
j’ r’, , 
also. If r is an odd prime divisor of f and o1 , then O,(C(xi , 2)) = 
ai, P’, Y7’, 019, say, and the argument of [13, 2.41 shows that ~~1 does not 
centralize <<ai, p”>, whence, defining J as in [7, Section 8.21, rather than as in 
[17], J(O,(C(s, , 4)) =- cYI~, pL, Y”‘). Thus, P, p, y/ == JLNf J(O,(C(x, , :)j), 
so that s normalizes <ol, /‘3, y‘ Hence, g normalizes CTO( \01, /3, yj) -= Lq. .I: is 
inverted 1,~ t and has 2” ‘st power x1 . Hence, x0 is a member of R inverted 
by P with 2+Ist power z. Thus, P E ~4~. Thus, C‘(t) n ‘o1, p, y; =-= ,$, 
ml C(v) n ‘z, p, y,/> = s y>. Hence, g: c@ --•f y,/, so that y is of order 
f. Thus LVC have proved the following. 
LEnrhIA 5.1 1. C(Z) is isozzzo@ic to the centralizer of a central in~olut,hz 
it2 P&X(4, q) ~(rl; ;f q =-I 1 (mod 4), OY PSC:(4, q) 10~) z. q -- -- 1 (mod 4), 
zchere o1 acts like u field automorphism of order sz . 
6. THE IND~JCTION HYPOTHESIS 
As in [13], we next prepare the ground for the proof in Section 7 that 
s2 1-7 1 by investigating the structure of groups H with T,, _C H C G. 
First, suppose T _C HC G. If z is isolated in H, then Glauberman [4] 
shows that H/O(H) z M/O(M) f or some subgroup M of C. Thus, we 
suppose z is not isolated in H. We distinguish the cases n > 2 and n = 2. 
First suppose n > 2. Then by Lemma 3.5, z - x1 in If. ‘l’hus, 3g t I1 such 
that g: “2-1 --f 2, 7’,, * T. Bv I,emma 3.1 , g normalizes .-1. whence u”c’ = s,* 
n-ithout loss. J is inverted bv t and has 2’( ‘st pea-er x1 Thus .v” is inverted 
b!- f ’ and has 2” -‘st power z. It follows that t” 5 _ JW ;,;;d ,Y, WV” + 
PC.\>‘, SV Al Thus, : .I., ZCY”’ t + PCSJ*, ,xy 1 w. ~vhcncc t - z$ and 
f\ - ui’y ,Y l in H, or t - uz’s 1’ ’ and 1.k - zfz’ in 1-I. ‘l’hus, II’ n ‘I’-‘# 
7“. tm, tuvwx~y 7; , 0r &C Ii’ n ‘I’ ii 7”. ~uwA~$, IILZ~S)~ 1 Ir;, 
Iience, H’ n T = T or T,, . In the former case, wx ma!. appl! our inductior-,, 
h!-pothesis to conclude that II has a normal subgr-oup II i c~f odd index 
containing O(I$) such that H*;O(fi) :Y~ PSL(4, (!I) for some q, I (mod 4) 
01. PLS1:(4, 4,) for some q1 ~ I (mod 4). 
‘l%us, we assume H’ n 7 II’,, U-c treat this cast under the general 
hcadin~ of groups K such that 7’,, ‘~1 K C G and ?‘,, is an S, of K. First, if 
.I, 1 .l’, 1 or 2 -is isolated in I(, then we have again that K O(K) Y: .lZ!O(~l/j 
with .I/ $1 C, by [4]. Th us, we assume .x1 , y, , and 2 are all nonisolated in i;. 
Su~~posc z + x1 or y1 in K. ‘Then z N UT;, ZK.\:V I, t. IS, tm, or tuzy. L\‘v 
she\\ that each of these is untcnablc. First, suppose z - ziz. Hence, 
$1: UT ---f z, CT (UV) --f T,, . Since z is a square in C~“(UCL.), z + .J, whence II 
z ~~+ 1, or yl, a contradiction. Similarly, 3 - ZWS~ ‘. If 2 -c f then I,\. 
[IL 3.1],3g: t + z and C,“(t) --r T,,. x1 is a square in (‘,,,(t)) whence x1 + A;;\ 
so .sl --~+ x1 or y1 . Thus, t.r, --t y1 or x1 , a contradiction since z - t - 1.1, . 
Similarly- W-WC have a contradiction if ,R - ts, fur, or Troy. ‘rhus, z - x1 or 38, . 
But now by [7, 7.1.11, this implies z - .x1 or J’~ in -\-K(T,,). Hence, there is 
an odd order automorphism 01 of I’,, which maps 1 to .x1 or I’, But 01 normalizes 
Z( 7’,,) x1 , yl,, so 01 cycles 2, x1 , and y, , and in fat; u” -v x1 ,- y1 in K. 
From Lemma 3.1, 01 normalizes ;-1 and so from Table II it is clear that Y 
CJTICS t, uv’> mod zd. 
Tc\;t, suppose uz’ k 2 in K. Hence, by 1113, 2.11, 3g: 2~2‘ -+ 2 anct 
( ‘, Ju7:) --b T,, . Since z is a square in C, (WY), c --f xl or y1 . Thus, in K, 
UC. 2 m (x, , yl). But this is impossiale, since A,( W, z’?) is even: 
whereas, A&x1 , JJ$) is odd since 7;, 5 C(.x, , yI) is an Sz of K. Similarly, 
W.YY 1 + z in K. Thus, representatives of involution classes of G are z, U+ , 
217’. wsy -1, except that we have not ruled out the possibilitv that ZK .- ZKYC~ 1 
in I;. 
XOM. we show that C,(z) has a normal 2-complement. First, if .x1 - J’, 
in C,(z) then by [7, 7.1 .I] x1 N y, in C,(z) n !VK(T,J, whence .x1 N y, in 
C’,-(z) n N((s, ,yl)), which implies that A,( .x1 ,?ll ) is even, which we 
have already noted is not the case. Thus, x1 and yI are isolated in C&z), so 
that by Glauberman’s theorem [4] C,(z) mm C,(s, , ~1~) O(C,(z)). But from 
the structure of C,(z), C,(x, ,yl) has a normal 2-complement, whence so 
does c’,(z). 
Xe\-t consider C,(W). If z - x1 or y, in C’,(uz,), then this fusion occurs 
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in CK(ue’) n ATK(7;,) as in the previous paragraph, But from Table II this is 
clearly not possible; hence, w” is isolated in C,(W). Thus, by [4], C,(W) ~=- 
C’,(UT, 2) O(C\(uv)) which h ai a normal 2-complement since C&7,, :) :
does. Similarly, C,(UZX~~-‘) has a normal 2-complement. 
Finally, consider C,(W,). This has S, subgroup A, and also o( centralizes 
z*:r without loss, so by 1Valter [IS] we conclude that Ch-(zQ~O(CK(z~L’l)) has 
structure .q ~A , where X is an element of order 3 acting on ;1 like U. 
If E is any Er, of K -- K/O(K), then 0 is an E-signalizer functor; for if n 
and b arc two involutions of E. then a N 2, h 2 in G, whence C,(u) has a 
normal 2-complement and so obviously C,(u) n O(C’,(b)) i O(C,(a)). 
Thus, we ma!; apply [5] to conclude that IV,. =~: ,O(CE(u)) a E Et > has 
odd or&r. We take E -= \ s1 , y, , W, t‘,, the other casts being similar. Let 
-\’ 7. S,(W,.). Then since T,, is 2-connected (cf. [ 13, Definition 5. I I]), 
T,, Z .Y. -Also, O(C(z)) and O(C(uc)) are contained in .\-. Thus, C(z) and 
C(U) arc contained in M. Again, if a E lV(T,,) then WE =:- IVE, and so a t .I-. 
In particular, sr A yr h u” in K, and so on, so that fusion in S is as in K, 
except that WC may perhaps have zr~y-i -c uz’ in k- but not in N. In fact, 
however. if uz’sz’ ml y 212‘ in K then 3g: WS1 1 - + 1(7’ and 
by [ 13. 2. I]. Hence, g: z -+ a square in ciW,v’y’, y’i , uz’, t , so g centralizes 3. 
Thus, g E C(z) C I\:. Hence, fusion in :V is as in K. Now O(C(w,)) z 
\,C(,-), C(x,), C(yr)’ by [13, 2.2(4)], and this is contained in !V by what we 
have proved. Since X E K&l;) without loss, h EN and so C(zui) CA-. 
Finally. consider C(uv.~y-‘). Again, O(c(u~.~y .‘)) C (C(x), C(xJ, C(yr)‘) c ,\- 
and so, since C(uz~y~l) has a normal 2-complement, C(ur.Xy ‘) C 1V. 
Thus, we have shown that ,V has the same fusion pattern as K and the 
same centralizers of involutions. The Thompson formula [13, 2.31 now 
implies that N = K, so that WE = 1. In other words, O(C’,-(a)) := 1 for 
a E B. Also,O(CR(w,)) = (O(C@Q) n C(f) ‘f == z, si ,yli by [13, 2.2(U)]. 
But C,(f) is a 2-group for f = z, .rr , yr , so that O(C,(w,)) I 
a so. l- 
No\\. consider &*( T,), where K” = O’(K), the smallest normal subgroup 
of K of odd index. By the foregoing, this contains the centralizer of each of 
its involutions, and so by Bender’s theorem [3], nX*(T,) = K*. Thus, 
?‘,, <.:I K*, whence r,, char k’* by Sylow’s theorem, and so T,, -4 I?. Hence, 
k’ i”,c:A‘>, where X acts on T(, like oc, and A” = 1. In the case NJ T and 
II’ n 7’ = 7’,r, WC set K to be a subgroup of H of index two with S, sub- 
group T,) and, thus, conclude 17 = T(A), or else that z is central in K and, 
hence, also in Zr. 
In conclusion, we have shown the following. 
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LEMMA 6.1. Suppose T0 C H C G and n J 3. Tllen one of ihe folfonoing 
holds: (i) H;‘O(H) c KiO(K)for some K C C; 
(ii) H has a normal subgroup H” of odd index such that 
H*/O(tf) :x I’SL(4, (1%) for some q” I 1 (mod 4) 
or PSC’(4, q “) for some q* 3 (mod 4); 
(iii) N,‘O(EI) 7‘ XI or 7\< A’, for some element h of order 3. 
Next, suppose ‘1-c H C G and II =m 2. Xs before, WC’ ma- suppose z is not 
isolated. Suppose also that x + s, . FVe consider various possibilities. If 
z k uz then by [I 3, 2.11 3.g: uz --* Z, xi , y1 , u, Y, f -* T. Since ;r is 
central in CT(w) it follows from our h!,pothcscs and Tahlc 111 that z r uv 
or uvsy l without loss. Hence, Cr(u@) F C,(UV) or (‘,-(uv,vy-I), v+hencr 
E, ---f E, or 15, , respectively. However, the latter is impossihlc by Lemma 5.6, 
whence z -+ UU. Kow, E, contains 15 involutions, 2 fused with xi ~ 5 with 
Z, and 8 with f. If t + Z, then,? must permute the set [UT:, zx.vi . ZKV, , UFZ, of, 
and, hence, g fixes the product of these clcmcnts, namcl~ 2, a contradiction. 
If t - Z then g permutes the set jsi , or, 1 ‘I, and, hence, tiscs the product of 
these elements, namclv 4, again a contradiction. Thus, z + UP in tI and 
similarl!; z + wq 1 in Fi. Suppose ,” x 1. Then 1~~ [13, 2.1] 3s: t f u” 
and E, --z T, whence by Lemma 5.6 g normalizes L;, I:rom the foregoing, 
E, contains pi-wisely 9 conjugates of -T, and these must he permu:ed by g. 
Their product is Z, which must be fixed 1)~ g, a contradiction. Hence, z 4 t 
and similarly z + fro. Hence, u - z and 3,~: u -+ 2, (;(u) s 7’. But z is a 
square in c’,(u), so c --f ?“? (1 7’,, . Thus, 1~~ the foregoing, : > .z. :I contra- 
diction. Hence z ,- x1 . 
Thus, 3g: s, -+ z and I’,, ---, 7’. By Lemma 5.6, ,q normalizes li, and I:‘, . 
Thus, ,y normalizes E,E, T,, and also Z(T,,) : = .vI , or, . Thus, without 
loss z --f .x1 . Now, if t + u zs and ts + zwx~y~ i in H then since g normalizes 
E, and E, , ,I: centralizes UZ’ and u~sy l mod x1 , y, Hence, 2 centralizes 
xy ’ mod:x, , yr‘ . Squaring this, we obtain that g centralizes Z, a contra- 
diction. Thus, cithcr t - w oi- f.v -- UT‘S> 1 in If. \Yc buppose tlic former, 
the latter being similar. 
Next, we show that ts E H’. Suppose on the contrary, then, that t.v $ fl’. 
H’ contains [g, Z] =y, and, hence, also u” since yi - z in FZ and I-I’ .‘I ff/. 
Thus, tx + H in H. If tx - uvxy- l in H, then if h E EI is such that (tx)” _ 
wvy~r, II’ contains [h, fx] = tw.xly and, hence, also IS, since tx - tues,y 
in ‘1’ and 11’ c.1 H. Thus, tx + zwxyy-1 in N. Also z + u~xy~’ in II, for 
otherwise 6, has just 7 involutions fused with x, so that 7 ) I A,(E,)l; whereas, 
from the structure of C, ( Ac(EZ), = 15.24. Hence, L?, has 3 F-classes of 
involutions, one with 3 members, one with 4 and one with 8. As we have seen, 
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A,(E,) contains a 3-element, namely an appropriate power of gu, and this 
clement must clearly centralize one element from the class of 4 involutions 
and t\vo from the class of eight, at least. Hence, without loss it centralizes 
uv.v~~ I, ts: and so x1 b z in C,(uz’.vy ‘). Hence, 312: s1 -+ z and 
.x1 ( .I', . usy ', -z -+ :x1 , y1 , usv- 1, z', f.Y‘ with h F I/. z is a squaw in 
( ‘/.( UT,.\ ’ ’ , ,x1) and so zlr is a squar-e in C7.(ws-~l-‘). Thus, _nh t z, ue,y~’ ’ _ 
so that‘c” ~~ 2 since ucxyl + z in N. This contradiction shows that in fact 
1Yi II’. 
C’ollecting the foregoing facts, we conclude that /I’ n ‘K 7;, so that 
II’ n 7‘ 1’ or T’,, . In the former case, we appl!- the induction hypothesis 
to I/ and conclude that ZIjO(fZ) G JW”, M,, , :lfz,:, , -4, E,, , .-Ii Z&r or F-I 
11 as a normal subgroup H>’ of odd index containing 0(/-I) such that 
II* 0(/l) z PX(4, q*) with (I> 1 (mod 4) or PSci(4, q*) with q* em 3 
j~notl 4). However, some of these can be ruled out from the structure of 
C’,,(z), as C;,(z) C C. Since C does not contain A, , II/O(H) 2 d/c. Xgain. 
sinw A, (I?,) and A,.(K) contain no 7-elements, tJ’O(fJ) y AZ.,:: OI- 
.‘I; Ii,,; . 
Text, let 6 bc any subgroup of G with S, subgroup ‘I’,, In the previous 
case with II’ n II’ - T,, , we choose for h- a subgroup of H of index 2 with 
S, subgroup T, In this case we may simply Apple [9, Theorem C] to conc;ludc 
that K O(K) z a subgroup of PGL(3, 4). H cncc, summing up, we have 
the following. 
JZq,;O(H) -^L PSL(4,q”) zcith 
OY mcy4, q”) with 
9”: I (mod4) 
q” 3 (mod 4); 
(iii) HjO(ZJ) g- h- or he u\, n split extension of h- by “u,‘, for .wme 
K I- PGL(3, 4): 
(iv) Il,:O(fI) -s Mz, ; 
(v) H/O(H) z =I6 . E], . 
AS in [13], we have for all 12 > 2 the following corollary. 
COROLJARY 6.3. Suppose H is a proper subgroup of G cozering CjOl:C) 
and C(S&‘O(C(,Y,)). T/Zen s? -= I. 
As in [I 31, wc arc trving to prow that s., 1, and so in this section we 
assume that, on the contrary, x2 1 \\‘c use the c-YtC!Jldd foi-n-r of 
Glauberman’s ZJ theorem [I, Section 2.71 to ohtain, under certain hv~wthews, 
an ~-local subgroup II which covers C, O(C) and C( v,)‘O(C(s,)). This 
contradicts Corollarv 6.3, since s? 1. In this s&on, I’ denotes ,m odd 
prime. 
The following lemmas arc almost identical to those of [13, Section 71 
and are here stated without proof whenever there are (ml!- trivial alterations 
to he made. 
Imln~la 7. I. Let K he (I T,-inaariaut P-subgroup (d G, a& let I1 m_- X(K), 
and suppose II coz‘eys C;O(C) 01 C(x,)/O(C(,xJ), and that y1 does not centralize 
a T,-invariant S,. of o(ll). Then N is r-constmined and O,.,,(H) c7 S(fI). 
LE~JMA 7.2. Let H, K be as in Lemmu 7.1. Ler 12 he a ma.vimul T,,-inrar-iant 
r-subgroup of Il. Then H is r-stable with respect to K. 
,Yote. In the proof of Lemma 7.2, we need only consider one case, 
namely F1/O(H) 2 C, since x1 h s in -\‘(;(T,,), as MY have seen. 
LkMnrA 7.3. Let C* = C(2) or C(*q). Suppose r is 0 prime &isoF of 
j O(C*)l for which u T,+nzariant S,. of O(Cx) '. tv not centralized by 3’1 . Then 
for some maximal T,,-invariant r-subgroup P of G, a(Z(J(P))) COZ‘CYS C”/O(C*). 
LERINA 7.4. Suppose T, L II C G, and 7 is an odd prime. Then any two 
masimal T,,-inzariunt v-subgroups of H aw cor2jupzta in Xlr( T,,). 
Z’roqf. As in [13, 7.41, vve argue that WC need only prove the icmma for 
I-r =-- II/O(H). IT e now invoke Lemmas 6.1 or 6.2 and consider the various 
possil~ilities. 
(i) II e K/O(K) for some tY c CO(C). Here we argue as in [13, 
7.4, (i)] using Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.5. 
(ii) ET has a normal subgroup II” of odd index with t-I.” F> PSL(4, y”) 
with q* I (mod 4) or PSC(4, q”) with y- T= 3 (mod 4). In this USC we 
may invoke Lemma 2.5. 
(iii) II -= ?‘<\A- or ?;’ A\ where X is an clement of order 3. The result 
in this case follows from the following elementary observation. 
LEMMA 7.5. Let H be a group with y2 7 1 H : and S i II. Then any two 
maximal X-inr;ariant r-subgroups of H aYe conjugate in II. 
Since T0 is the unique subgroup of ‘T isomorphic to T(;, , conjugac!- in 
.YA(To) now follows from the argument of the first half of [ 13, 2.101. 
(iv) 1ZsK or K U, with K 2 PGL(3, 4). It is casv to see that no 
nontriv-ial T,,-invariant r-subgroup of II exists, for if .Y is such a subgroup, 
[13, 2.2(4)] gives -Y = CJ,Y(z), C,r(x,). C’,i(yl)> and, since CK(z) (I 7’,, A , 
where h is an element of order 3 acting nontrivially on T,, . C?-Y(z) I 1 
similarly C;,(.vr) = C,(y,) 1. 
(v) I1 z -3, . l?r;, Suppose that *V is a T,,-invariant ~-subgroup of 
f1E with D z -1, and E e E,, , D acting nontrivialI!. on B. S normalizes 
I< and I:‘ normalizes .Y, so AV centralizes I:. Hence, S c C,,,(E) = E, and 
so S = 1 and the result is trivial. 
(vi) Cl .z M2s . Since ; M,., == -I / 2: 3z t 5 . 7 11, the result follows 
from Lemma 7.5 for r -/ 3. If F 3, an S, of .lfPL is contained in the 
stabiliser of a hcxad, which is isomorphic to A, ’ E,, 1Vc have alreadv- :scen 
that this has no nontrivial Z’,,-invariant ~-subgroups, and so for I’ mm~ -3 the 
same is true of III,, . 1 
LEXVA 7.6. Let Y be an odd prinw rind R, , R, tzco tnasimal T,,-irmwitu~t 
r-subpvoups of G. Then R, N R, . 
P~oo_f. 11re argue as in [13, 7.51, and reach the final contradiction by 
considering the action of W, ,x1,)” on 0, , where s E X(T,,) is such that 
g : s --, z and u” --f xi The existence of such an element follows easily from 
[13,12.1]. 1 
Con0I.I~AI~~ 7.7. y1 rentralises O(C) fmd O(C(xJ). 
hoqf. This follows as in [13, 7.61, except that here 1 O(C)1 -= 1 O(C(.~,j)! 
and 1 O(C) n C(y,), == / O(C(xr)) n C(jf,), since x1 k z in C(y,). 1 
lmwm 7.8. O(C’(z)) n O(C(x,)) = I. 
C'OHOLLARY 7.9. t OY t.v inzwts O(C’). 
I’roc<f. Let zY == C(t) n O(C). As in the discussion following Lemma 
5.10, we see that S _C O(C(t)). Also, since yr centralizes O(C) by Lemma 7.7, 
-1-i: C(y,). Hence, Xc C(y,) n O(C(t)). If X-CO(C(-y,)) then X .= 1 by 
I,emma 7.8 and we are done by [13, 2.2(l)]. Thus, we may suppose 
C(Y,) n W(t)) e W(Y,)), and similarly C(yr) n O(C(tx)) g O(C(yl)). 
sow, by [13, 2.11, 3g:y, --f 2, To -* T. Since T, is the unique subgroup 
of ?’ isomorphic to Tt,, T, -+ T, and so g normalizes Z( T,) =: <x1 , y,, . 
Hence, g: u” --f yr without loss. Since C(yJ n O(C(t)) $O(C(y,)), Lemma 
4.81:26/I-7 
5.3 implies that t!’ and (tx)” lie in _ W, x, F, wz If n 2 2 then bv Lemma 3.1 
K normalizes .q and so since y1 is a nonsquare in C-a(l), z is a nonsquare in 
C’,(F), which is false for t” t AUC, and so Corollary 7.9 is proved in this 
case. If 12 -= 2, then b!- Lemma 5.6 R normalizes E, and E, , hence, I” = UZ’ 
and (fit)” = UTXJ’- I, mod ,x1 , yI . Thus, s” =- ,VJ~ 1 mod x1 , ?1 , and so 
squaring we have xlq = Z, a contradiction. 1 
Sow since t or 1.x inverts O(C), O(C) is Abelian. Thus, O(C(x, , yl)) n 
c’(ua) is Abelian and so too is O(C(s, , yl)) n ~(uesy 1). If g is as in 
Corollary 7.9, then (uu)‘~ E ;2 ,UV? for otherwise by inspection O(C(s, , yl)) n 
(;(zK)~ is non-hbelian. If n > 2 then B normalizes --2 and, since E is a square 
in C,,(uo), y1 is a square in CA((~~)“), a contradiction. Thus, 11 2-z 2, and so as 
in Corollary 7.9, (uz’)!’ m= WC and similarly (uz.s~~~~)Q = UVS?;~-1, mod x1 , yl \. 
‘I’hus, R centralizes xym 1 mod(x, , y1 I) whence g centralizes 2, a contradiction. 
Hence, the assumption s2 > 1 is untenable, and the results of Section 5 
which required the assumption sZ I arc now proved. 
8. THE FIYAI, K~sur:r 
By Lemma 5. II, to prove our final result we need slightly to modify the 
results of Phan [14, 151 to characterize PSL(4, @i(s) and PS1_:(4, q)‘(aj, 4 
odd, where CJ acts like a field automorphism of odd order, in terms of the 
centralizer of a central involution. This modification has already been done 
in detail in [ 131 for the cases PZ(4, 4) 1~ j with Q =- -1 (mod 4): 
PSC;(4, q)<a) with q 1 (mod 4), and the remaining cases, required here. 
present no further difficulty, and so the proof is here omitted and, thus. 
Theorems 1 .l, 1.2, and 1.3 are proved. 
“Betteu is the end of a thing thun its beginning; and the patient in spirit is 
better than the proud in spirit.” Ecclesiustes 7:8. 
The author is again indebted to Professor Gorcnstein for his helpful Interest, to Ills: 
I-csearch supervisor Professor Thompson, and also to the Science Research Councl! 
\vhose financial assistance supported this research. 
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